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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
. The results of the tests considering whether Parvancorina specimens have a preferred orientation on ParvBed. All tests illustrate that at the 5% level there is a statistically significant preference for orientation and, as such, the null hypothesis is rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis: Parvancorina specimens on ParvBed have a preferred orientation. These tests do not indicate the preferred orientation. However, the rose plot in Figure 2C shows that approximately two-thirds of the Parvancorina specimens on ParvBed are oriented towards the right-side quadrants, illustrating that the preferred orientation relates to the vector mean. Parvancorina specimens have a preferred orientation. These tests do not indicate the preferred orientation. However, the rose plot in Figure 3A shows that 50% of the Parvancorina specimens on MM3 are orientated towards the bottom left quadrant, illustrating that the preferred orientation relates to the vector mean. The reason why the Rayleigh Test of Uniformity failed to reject the null hypothesis most likely relates to the sample size (N=20) being too small to successfully resolve a preferred orientation. (Wickham, 2007 (Wickham, , 2009 ).
7 Figure S2 . The BIC plot constructed using the bivariate dataset of maximum width and length measurements of Parvancorina specimens from ParvBed (N=93). The BIC analysis suggests that the value of '2' components best describes the construct of the studied assemblage. Taken at face value, and without considering detailed morphology or taphomorphic variability, this suggests that there are possibly two populations or perhaps two species in the studied sample. However, the geometric morphometric study conducted here (Fig. 2B ) would indicate that there is a morphological continuum of specimens that represent only one population of a single species. The value of '2' is likely the result of an arbitrary division forced by the cluster analysis (see Fig. S3 below) . Plot was constructed in R using MCLUST (Fraley et al., 2012) .
8 Figure S3 . The uncertainty plot relating to the BIC analysis (see Fig. S2 above) . This plot illustrates that the delineation between the two clusters (blue and red dots) is arbitrary, especially given the high level of uncertainty surrounding several specimens (large dots) at the supposed cluster boundary. Thus, the division between the two clusters (or components)
is an artefact of the cluster analysis and does not represent a true biological signal. Plot produced in R using MCLUST (Fraley et al., 2012) .
9 Figure S4 . An outline drawing of the Parvancorina anchor structure showing the five landmark localities (stars) labelled in sampling order. Semi-landmarks were used to construct an outline of the anchor structure for the best preserved specimens (N=57) on ParvBed and used for the geometric morphometric analysis (Fig. 2B) . The semi-landmarked outline for all specimens started at the first landmark (1) and moved clockwise around the edges of the anchor structure, and closed on the first landmark. 
